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Introduction

 Content Sharing
♦ Centralized management

 Dropbox, Google Docs, etc.

 Easily manage the modification to share files and solves the conflicts

 Suffer from the single-point failure and other performance issues

♦ Peer to peer

 BitTorrent sync, etc

 Tremendous redundant data, heavily depend on the overlay network
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Named Data Networking(NDN)

 Distributed pattern of synchronization is simpler and 
efficient in NDN

 How NDN works
♦ Content requester sends Interest packet

 The content is represented for name

♦ Data provider who received Interest, return the Data packet

 Server or router can reply

♦ Intermediate routers store the data under caching policy
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Related Works and Problems

 ChronoSync and CCNx sync
♦ They don’t take data removal into consideration

 FileSync/NDN
♦ Uses snapshot to make a copy of dataset and exchanges in directly 

among users

♦ Be inefficient to handle small number of modifications
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Proposed Architecture

 Combination of action-based and data-based
synchronization

 Action-based synchronization
♦ Supports for each single modification

♦ Digest

 Result of hash function

 Data-based synchronization
♦ Supports for large scale modifications

♦ Snapshot

 State of a system at a particular point in time
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Contributions

 RepoSync introduces action-based synchronization

 RepoSync also employs data-based synchronization

 RepoSync combines two synchronization modes and 
takes advantages, avoids drawbacks of each modes

 RepoSync support efficient data removal during 
synchronization process
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Purpose and Terms
 Purpose

♦ To support synchronization for each single modification

 Terms
♦ Action

 Each modification(insertion or deletion) of content
 Action includes the information of creator name, sequence number, data name and 

type

♦ Digest
 Result of action calculated by hash function

♦ Root digest
 Aggregation of digests by same hash function, representing the state of dataset

♦ Action list
 Pair of <action, digest>
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Table 1. An example of ActionList



Action

 Actions include follows
♦ Creator name

 Unique user name who generate the action

♦ Sequence number

 To distinguish the actions

 Increases with the generation of actions

♦ Data name

 Represents modified data

♦ Action type

 It shows how the data was changed

 Inserted, deleted
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Architecture

 Sync tree
♦ It is used to record all the known users’ action statuses

♦ It is maintained by each user

♦ Should be updated whenever a user generates, receives and 
applies an action

♦ Sync root digest is used to infer whether users are synchronized 
compare to each other’s sync root digest
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Fig. 1. An example of Sync tree



How it works

 Principle
♦ If one user changes dataset, an action is generated

♦ The action should be propagated to other users

♦ Other users who received the action, they can adopt the same 
modification

♦ Each user periodically sends sync interest, which carries its latest 
root digest
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Characteristics and Snapshot
 Characteristics

♦ It supports large scale modifications
♦ Efficient to handle the large scale modifications
♦ But need time to reconstruct the dataset

 Snapshot
♦ Snapshot Info

 To distinguish from the snapshots generated by others

♦ Dataset
 User can compare its dataset to other’s and modify if its dataset is outdated

♦ Sync Tree
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Table 2. An example of Snapshot



Why Use Snapshot?

 Action-based synchronization has a limitation in efficiency of 
synchronization when large-scale of modifications
♦ To transmit a lot of changes by action, it may cause huge network 

overhead and delay the sync process

 Snapshot is necessary when a new user joins in the group

 Snapshot can easily handle the conflicts after network partition
♦ Datasets are compared directly when necessary

 After synchronization, actions are useless for synced users and 
they take up a lot of memory but snapshot don’t

 Snapshot can replace actions without losing the information of 
dataset
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Types of Interest

 Sync interest and sync data
♦ Notifies to others when its root digest is changed

 Fetch interest and fetch data
♦ Fetch to find required actions

 Recovery interest and recovery data
♦ To recover when an user received the unrecognized data

 Normal interest and normal data
♦ Route to find the user who maintain the data
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Namespace of Types of Interest

 Sync interest and sync data
♦ Propagated including root digest

 Fetch interest and fetch data
♦ Specify the name of required actions, which is unique by 

combination of creator name and sequence number

 Recovery interest and recovery data
♦ The digest which is unrecognized, digest is same as received

 Normal interest and normal data
♦ Prefix for routing
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Table 3. An example of different types of names



Synchronization Process
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Algorithm 1. Process Interest Packet





Simulation Environment

 Simulation tool
♦ ndnSIM(NDN simulator for NS-3)

 Topology 
♦ Typical topology from A. Singla, et al., “Jellyfish: Networking Data 

Centers Randomly”

♦ Containing 34 users and 78 links

♦ Measurement-inferred delay of Each link is 100Mbps

 Else
♦ 20 times repeated and 1000 data inserted

♦ In each run, data and user to be synchronized are distributed and 
different
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Fig. 2. Simulation topology in ndnSIM



Performance with Various Congestion 
Condition
 PDF reveals the percent of 1000 original data that has been 

synced

 CDF show the trend of whole synchronization process

 Under the low congestion, the delay of whole synchronization is 
small around 80ms

 With congestion increasing, total time of synchronization 
process increase as well
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Fig. 3. PDF and CDF of data delivery delay with congestion conditions



Performance with Various Packet Drop 
Rates

 Synchronization process is almost unaffected by the 
packet drop
♦ Short time after detect the packet loss, Interest will be retransmitted
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Fig. 4. CDF of data delivery delay with packet drop rates



Recovery Process of Simple Topology
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Fig. 6. Small topology with 4 users to reveal

Fig. 5. Simple topology with link failure



Recovery Process of Complex Topology

 When the all 34 users are synchronized, maintaining 1000 
same data in initial state

 Obviously snapshot can speed up the process
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Fig. 7. Recovery Process in Complex Topology



Deletion of Used Actions

 Snapshot can process faster by performance of deletion 
actions
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Fig. 8. Total Number of Data maintained in 34 users





Conclusion

 Distributed pattern of RepeSync gets rid of the single-point 
failure issues

 The motivation of  combining actions and snapshot is to 
take both of their advantages
♦ Small changes of dataset can be easily fetched in actions

♦ Large scale modification can be synchronized efficiently by 
snapshot
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Discussion

 Can reduce the number of Interest type?

 How about a part of synchronization of all members?

 How could it be safe from attack?
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